How to make Nature Art bugs

You will need:

- Recycled heavy cardboard cut into squares
- Acrylic paint
- PVA or Mod podge
- Hole punch
- Paint brush
- Leaves, sticks and twigs from the garden in assorted shapes and sizes

Next:

1. Paint your cardboard square with acrylic paint and allow to dry
2. Arrange some nature items on the painted square to look like an insect to get your basic design
3. Remove the items and then place them back on with tacky craft glue to hold them down
4. Paint over with PVA glue or mod podge
5. To make an eye, punch a hole from a leaf and use the circle you have removed as an eye (or find a naturally occurring round shape from nature)

STEP 1
These nature bugs looks bright and cheerful hanging on the wall and can be held up with a little bit of blu tack.

So what are you waiting for? It’s time to get outdoors and start collecting some leaves!